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ABSTRACT 
 
NASCAR has seen a viewership decline over the past few years. In order to try and answer why, 
NASCAR journalist Jeff Gluck posed two questions to his followers: 1) If you lost interest in the 
sport, what is the main thing that would get you to start watching regularly again? 2) If you’ve 
been watching regularly, what’s the main that keeps you watching NASCAR? An analysis of 
responses to these questions shows that adding track variety and having closer racing would get 
people to watch again. The main thing that keeps people watching is their love for racing, 
followed by a need to see how a certain driver is doing. Thus, NASCAR should focus on adding 
a variety of tracks and changing the car so that racing is closer but not artificial. In addition, 
NASCAR should focus on retaining the aspects that made people fall in love with racing and 
promote driver personalities.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Stock car racing has been part of American culture for decades. However, as the years have gone 
by, NASCAR has seen quite a decline in viewership, with millions of fans not tuning in as 
compared to previous years [source]. This has caused large concern for both executives and fans 
of the sport. For many years, NASCAR has tried to change to get viewers back into the sport. 
Despite these efforts, though, viewership continues to decline, leaving the following question 
unanswered: What can NASCAR do to stop fans from leaving, bring them back, and keep them? 
 
On June 27, 2018, NASCAR reporter Jeff Gluck of JeffGluck.com retweeted a tweet about the 
declining viewership of NASCAR (Figure 1). This then led Gluck to tweet comments about the 
declining numbers and led to him starting a discussion about NASCAR viewership. In particular, 
Gluck tweeted out two separate questions that led to hundreds of responses. The first tweet 
asked, “For those who have replied that you’re losing interest/ don’t watch anymore, what’s the 
No. 1 thing that would make you start watching NASCAR regularly again?” (Figure 2). This 
tweet will be referred to as the WNA (watch NASCAR again) tweet. The second tweet asked, 
“What keeps you watching NASCAR? What is the top thing you really love and enjoy about 
today?” (Figure 3). This tweet will be referred to as the KWN (keep watching NASCAR) tweet. 
We are curious to see what the most popular responses to these two tweets are. 
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FIGURE 1 

 
Source: https://twitter.com/jeff_gluck/status/1012019136866553863  
 
FIGURE 2 

 
Source: https://twitter.com/jeff_gluck/status/1012094730824368130?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw 
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FIGURE 3

 
Source: https://twitter.com/jeff_gluck/status/1012126087541739520?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw 
 
METHOD 
 
Responses to the two tweets, WNA and KWN, were extracted using Twarc, a Python language 
tool found on GitHub. Twarc was used to find the tweet IDs for every reply to each tweet. These 
lists of tweet IDs were saved in a Microsoft Word file. Another tool, Tweepy, was then used. 
Tweepy is a Python language tool found on GitHub. Given a tweet ID, Tweepy can collect the 
text of said tweet. Tweepy was used to collect the texts of the saved tweet IDs. The text was 
saved in a Microsoft Excel file. 
 
We are assuming that the sampling pool consists of followers of Gluck and that each subject has 
some interest in NASCAR. All tweet IDs of the replies to both WNA and KWN were collected. 
However, only the text approximately n=175 tweet IDs per tweet were collected. In order to 
provide a random sample, each list of tweet IDs were randomized and then the top approximately 
n=175 were selected to be used. After collecting the approximately n=175 tweets, the text of the 
tweets were analyzed and each tweet was categorized. This process occurred until each tweet had 
n=150 responses analyzed. We started with n=175 tweet IDs but only chose to use n=150 
because some of the tweets analyzed were off-topic and did not respond properly to the questions 
posed in the WNA and KWN tweets – this led to their removal from the sample. 
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As aforementioned, each tweet analyzed was categorized into a category that best supported the 
main topic of the tweet. A tweet that mentioned multiple ideas was categorized according to the 
first item listed in the tweet because we assumed that the first item listed was the most important 
idea of the tweeter. Once all the tweets were categorized, the number of tweets in each category 
were counted. 
 
RESULTS 
 
For the WNA tweet, the top response on what would make someone watch NASCAR again was 
an increase in track variety, followed by closer racing, removal of stages, removal of the 
playoffs, and more personalities in the sport. Out of the 19 respondents who wanted closer 
racing, 9 of them (around 47%) suggested changing the package to make the racing closer. 
 
FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 5 

 
 
EXPLANATION OF CATEGORIES 

● Track variety - an increase in the variety of tracks 
● Closer racing - more passes, less time gap between cars 
● No stages - removal of stages 
● No playoffs - removal of the playoffs 
● More personalities - showing more personality 
● Broadcast - the broadcast itself needs to be changed 
● Rules - the rules need to be changed 
● Announcers - the announcers need to be changed 
● Parity - more variety of winners 
● Shorter races - self explanatory 
● Car look - the cars need to look more like real cars 
● Channel - the races need to be on local access channels 
● Earnhardt - they want Dale Jr. to come back 
● Night races - more night races 
● No time - they would watch if they had more time 
● Shorter season - self explanatory 
● Culture - bring back the Southern culture of racing 
● Earlier races - self explanatory 
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For the KWN tweet, the majority of people sampled keep watching NASCAR because they love 
racing. The next highest reason was due to them following a certain driver, followed by habit, 
enjoyment of competitiveness, and enjoyment of the personalities of the figures in the sport. Out 
of the 46 respondents who said they keep watching because they love racing, 20 of them (around 
44%) noted that they grew up around it. 
 
FIGURE 6 
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FIGURE 7 

 
EXPLANATION OF CATEGORIES 

● Love racing - they love racing 
● Certain driver - they want to see how a certain driver is doing 
● Habit - Sundays are for racing 
● Competitive - they watch for the competitiveness of the sport 
● Personalities - they enjoy the personalities of the drivers 
● Spend time with family/friends - watching is a good way to spend time with family and 

friends 
● Fantasy - they play fantasy sports and watch to see how their drivers are doing 
● Unpredictable - they watch for the unpredictableness 
● Stage racing - they like stage racing 
● Certain tracks - they only watch certain tracks 
● Nostalgia - watching is nostalgic 
● Strategy - they watch for the different strategies 
● Accessibility - they like the accessibility of the sport 
● Driver broadcasters - they watch for the driver broadcasters (Jeff Gordon, Dale Jr.) 
● Pushing limits - they like watching the drivers push the cars to the limit 
● The car - they watch for the car 
● Tradition - they watch for the tradition of the sport 
● Because race car - they watch because race cars are awesome 
● Feeling of unity - they enjoy the unity that sports can provide in such a divisive nation 
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● Niche sport - there’s no other sport like it 
● Presentation - they enjoy seeing how the broadcast is presented 
● Storylines - self explanatory 
● Support for the future - they want to make sure NASCAR exists in the future 
● Want to work in the industry - self explanatory 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
There are many things that would make people start watching NASCAR again. An increase in 
track variety was the top response. Many fans have been asking for more short tracks and road 
courses and less intermediate tracks, and for good reason too – these tracks tend to produce good 
races (Figure 8). Of course, this goes in hand with the second highest response: a need for closer 
racing. Many fans define closer racing as having cars being able to pass each other for position, 
fights for the lead, and a lack of domination by a single driver during a race. A lot of this has to 
do with the aerodynamics packages. As Figure 8 can attribute to, the tracks that tend to rely less 
on aerodynamics, such as short tracks, tend to produce better racing. The simple solution would 
be for NASCAR to diversify and add new tracks to the schedule. However, NASCAR cannot 
contractually do so until after the 2020 season. Thus, NASCAR needs to then focus on producing 
closer racing, especially on tracks that tend to not produce good races. The obvious solution for 
this is to change the aerodynamics package at these tracks – however, NASCAR will need to test 
any packages they want to use, which means that fans could be waiting some time for closer 
racing to come. It is also important for NASCAR to get the aerodynamics package right while 
still retaining the same speed and competitiveness that fans enjoy (after all, the competitiveness 
of the sport is the 4th biggest thing that keeps people watching NASCAR). Any changes in the 
package or car that make the racing seem artificial and that takes away the necessity for driver 
skill will hurt the sport more than help it. 
 
The second chunk of responses on what would make people start watching NASCAR again has 
to do with some of the most controversial changes NASCAR has made in the last few seasons: 
the introduction of stage racing and the playoffs system. Stage racing was introduced in 2017 as 
a way to induce drivers to race harder and perhaps keep the racing closer. Stage racing splits 
most races up into three different parts, where the top 10 drivers at the end of each stage get 
points as a reward for their position. Stage racing has many supporters, but it also has many 
criticizers due to the fact that it breaks the flow of the races and makes them seem artificial and 
contrived. The playoffs in its current form were introduced in 2014. Winning a race or being in 
the top-16 in points at the end of 26 races (the “regular season”) locks you into a spot in the 
playoffs. Then, every three races, four drivers are eliminated. The last race of the season is a 
winner-take-all race between four drivers, where the driver in the highest scoring position at the 
end of the race wins the championship. This has sparked many complaints among NASCAR 
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followers because they feel like the best driver of the season does not necessarily win the 
championship. One common argument that is pulled out is, “A driver can win the first 35 races 
of the season, get 2nd place in the last race, and still lose the championship.” It can be said that 
the people who are opposed to the playoffs can be considered traditionalists, where they prefer a 
season-long points battle, even if it means crowning a champion a few races before the end of the 
season. However, some of them might just not like the winner-take-all format at the end of the 
playoffs. NASCAR has no indication that they will change either stage racing or the playoffs, 
much to the disappointment of these fans. In fact, it seems like many fans like stage racing (2.7% 
of fans even say that stage racing is the main reason why they’re still watching NASCAR today). 
The playoffs, however, can be altered by NASCAR to prevent a winner-take-all situation, which 
may alleviate some of the negative response to the playoffs. 
 
FIGURE 8 
 

 
Source: http://jeffgluck.com/was-it-a-good-race-poll-results/ as of December 14, 2018. 
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NASCAR also needs to focus on retaining fans. The top reason why NASCAR fans keep 
watching the sport is because they love racing. There are many reasons why fans love racing: 
some of them grew up with it, but there’s just something about racing that keeps fans coming 
back. Perhaps it’s the speed of the cars and the roar of the engines, maybe it’s the strategies, or 
maybe it’s the nail-biting moments when cars battle for position. Either way, auto racing is a 
sport unlike any other. In order to keep fans, NASCAR needs to focus on retaining these special 
aspects of the sport and making sure that it never changes. 
 
The second greatest reason why NASCAR fans continue to watch is to see how their driver is 
doing in the race. All of them want to see their driver do well, but perhaps these fans might also 
be watching to see if the driver they hate is doing terribly. Nevertheless, NASCAR fans have 
certains reasons why they root for certain drivers, and personality seems to be one of them. In 
fact, personality is so important, it is the 5th biggest thing that would make people watch 
NASCAR again and it is the 5th greatest reason that keeps fans watching NASCAR. NASCAR 
needs to focus on promoting the various personalities in the sport. However, NASCAR drivers 
also need to do their part and showcase their personalities, lifestyles, and opinions on social 
media and perhaps in their interviews. 
 
Of course, there are many more aspects that would get people to start watching NASCAR again 
and then retain them as fans. However, going through all these reasons in-depth would take far 
too long. 
 
These results may not accurately reflect what would make past fans start watching NASCAR 
again and what would retain them. This is because the questions asked for the main reason and 
only the top choice listed in the tweets were documented. More research needs to be done into 
this topic and the questions will need to be asked in a different way, such as asking subjects to 
rank their top three ideas. Of course, NASCAR should also research ways to get new fans into 
the sport in order to make sure the sport thrives in the future. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
NASCAR has seen a decline in viewership, but there are still many reasons why people enjoy 
watching. In order to get former fans to come back, NASCAR should focus on adding more track 
variety to the schedule and find ways to produce closer racing without making the racing seem 
contrived. Additionally, NASCAR should focus on retaininging the aspects of the sport that 
made people fall in love with racing. NASCAR should also promote and encourage drivers to 
showcase their personalities. By doing this, NASCAR should see an increase in returning fans 
and retain them for many years to come. 
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